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Martin Winter & Ondrej Filip
A. Administrative Matters
   ▪ Welcome
   ▪ select scribe
   ▪ finalize agenda
   ▪ approval of minutes from previous WG meeting(s)
   ▪ review of action list
B. Knot DNS (Ondřej Surý, CZ NIC)
C. The Rise and Fall of BIND 10 (Shane Kerr)
D. OpenSource Lightening Updates
E. Closing Remarks
Open Source Lightening Updates

getdns API library
  ▪ Willem Toorop

DANEs don't lie - E-Mail Transport encryption "reloaded"
  ▪ Carsten Storman

Kea Update - a modern DHCP engine
  ▪ Tomek Mrugalski

Update on the ONIE project
  ▪ Nat Morris